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This thesis explores various constraints on the application of Translation 
Equivalence Theory to business interpretation. Translation Equivalence Theory, as an 
important theory in translation studies, plays an important role in guiding business 
interpreters. The reason is that the theory not only requires business interpreters to be 
faithful to the source language and make the translation conform to the expressive 
modes of the target language, but also emphasizes that readers of the target language 
should basically have the same reaction as that of the source language readers. All in 
all, it uses objective reaction as a measure of translation quality. However, business 
interpreters should be fully aware of some main constraints which restrict the 
application of Translation Equivalence Theory. Only in this way can business 
interpreters bring into full play the guidance of the theory. By using various business 
interpretation examples, this paper analyzes and discusses three main constraints, 
namely, context, cultural differences, different thinking modes and sentence patterns 
which restrict the application of Translation Equivalence Theory in order to help 
researchers who are interested in business interpretation understand the guidance and 
limitation of the theory. Chapter Three explores the three main constraints, namely, 














restrict the application of Translation Equivalence Theory. It discusses cultural 
differences in business activities, trademark and description manual and different 
thinking modes and sentence patterns in sentence structures, passive voice and 
attributive clauses in detail. 
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